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SCSU
to stay
open

Meeting
Grounds
makes
music

Michael Runyon

Kyra Loch

News Editor

Staff Writer

St. Cloud State University’s
doors will stay open during the
potential state shutdown.
The Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities (MNSCU), which
includes SCSU, have stated that
they will be able to operate if the
state shuts down July 1.
MNSCU public relations director Melinda Voss said that MNSCU would be able to use tuition
and reserves to stay in operations
during any potential shutdown,
saying, “We will have access to our
money.”
The state is facing a possible
shutdown due to a arguments
over the budget between Gov.
Mark Dayton and top Republican
lawmakers. If the two sides do not
reach an agreement by the end of
the fiscal year, June 30, the state
government will shut down until an
agreement is reached.
Voss said that MNSCU could
operate into the fall semester if
the state shuts down according to
their latest projections. Voss added,
“We’re confident that the Governor
and the Legislature will work out
an agreement.”
Dayton and Republican lawmakers have been gridlocked over
the budget. Dayton said in a news
conference that the Republicans
must drop their plan to have the
state spend less than $34 billion.
Republican lawmakers have said
that they’ve tried to meet Dayton
on important issues, but will not
have the state spend more than $34
billion.
Voss said, “We have reserves
and we’ll have tuition. There
might be cash on hand. The
resources are there for us to be
able to operate. We have enough
money to go for a while.”
MNSCU has rescinded the
6,000 layoff notices sent earlier this
summer.
SCSU Provost, Devinder Malhodra, said that he was glad that
SCSU could continue to operate,
saying, “This is obviously important for our students because what
this means is that our students during the summer and fall can pursue
their education in an uninterrupted
manner.”
SCSU isn’t the only MNSCU
college to stay open. All colleges
and universities under MNSCU
will be allowed to operate. MNSCU is composed of 32 colleges and
universities across the state.
Voss said, “We’re very grateful
that we were able to get this worked

•See Shutdown/Page 2
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Group members study cloud formations while chasing a storm in Nebraska.

Stormchasers: ‘rainy day people’
Michael Runyon
News Editor
There are many groups on campus that work in the field.
One group in particular’s field is storms. The SCSU Stormchaser Club spends most of the summer analyzing, predicting and chasing storms.
Katie Klarkowski, the president of the Stormchaser
Club, said that the main goal of the club is to educate, adding “You can’t be trained on how to be a stormchaser; you
learn by experience.”
The chasers spend a lot of their time predicting and
analyzing weather patterns. Most of their time spent on the
actual chase involves getting to the site of the storm.
Klarkowski said, “You can eat three square meals a day
of McDonald’s. Sometimes the air conditioning doesn’t
work and you always take the risk that you can blue-sky
bust, which means the storms don’t pop. You’re not going to
see dozens of storms in a day. It’s very expensive in gas and
there’s a lot of stress.”
“When you see the tornadoes and the structure of the
storm, it makes it all worth it.”
The Stormchaser Club uses member’s vehicles and
equipment when they’re on the chase. Nicholas Corbett, the
treasurer, has used his vehicle in nearly every chase.
“I’ve purchased all the equipment for my vehicle,” Corbett said. “I have a ham radio that allows me to talk to spotters over a much greater distance than other service. I have a
CB for my car, a dashboard camera and video camera. I also
have a still camera. I’ve put a lot of money into it.”
The chasers act as on-site reporters when they arrive at
the storm. They will report if they see a funnel cloud, a wall
cloud or broken tree limbs to the National Weather Service.
Klarkowski said that spotters are important because the
radar gives limited information. She said that spotters will
report information that provokes a warning from the weather
service.
Photo Courtesy of SCSU Storm Chasers

Group members study the cloud formations while
chasing a storm in Nebraska
“Forecasters also make calls to verify what is happening,”
Klarkowski added, “They take what a trained spotter’s seeing
more seriously than the public. What we call ‘scary looking
clouds’, people will sometimes report them as tornadoes or
funnel clouds. Spotters can determine the difference.”
Safety is very important for the chasers. They will generally stay a safe distance away from any funnel clouds they see.
Corbett said, “There’s a general storm pattern that
the majority of the storms follow, which is southwest to
northeast.We try to stay south and east of the storm. Some
chasers, if they’re north of the storm will try to get to the
south side of it. That means driving through the worst of the
storm, which is generally not a good idea. If you’re in the
best position, you won’t get rained on or hailed on.”
The chasers make use of their equipment when they’re
out in the storm. They use GPS and the internet to determine their location relative to the storm, HAM and CB radios to keep in contact with other chasers and smart phones
to report on storm development.
Klarkowski said, “The best indicator of what’s going
on in a storm is what you see with your eyes. The eyes are
important, the radar is important. Your gut instincts are very
important and I don’t think it’s talked about enough. If you
feel uncomfortable, you’re usually in a bad position and need
to get out.”
The Stormchaser Club is composed of about 30 members, with around 12 active chasers in the summer. They
hold meetings every other Wednesday, but said that might
change.
Corbett said that the reason he joined the Stormchasers
was because he is an outdoorsman.
“Being outside and looking at this beautiful force of
nature is amazing,” Corbett said. “ Looking at what we
calculate in class in real life is much better than the bookwork
of class.”

Every month this summer, The
Meeting Grounds will have their
Friday night music events, Making Music for Making Changes.
These events will start to be
bi-weekly once the fall semester
begins.
The Meeting Grounds is a coffee shop located downtown.
Making Music for Making
Changes is a continuing series of
musical events held on Fridays at
the Meeting Grounds in downtown St. Cloud.
The Meeting Grounds partners
with local non-profit organization
the Green Band to make further
use of these Friday music events
by also holding community benefit
drives.
“Making Music for Making
Changes is an awareness project
for local organizations,” Justin
Michael, the Executive Director
of the Green Band, said. “We encourage people to get active with
other organizations.”
Making Music for Making
Changes started in February, and
has grown with every event.
“The way it sounds, people are
enjoying themselves,” Shane Rathbun, the owner of the Meeting
Grounds, said. “At least they look
to be enjoying themselves.”
“It’s all been positive feedback,” Michael said. “Our smallest
show had about 45-50 people, our
largest had about 130 people.”
Each event will help bring
awareness and support to different
local community organizations.
One successful music event
from this past semester was a diaper drive for the benefit of Anna
Marie’s Alliance in St. Cloud. The
event helped raise 1500 diapers for
the shelter.
“We want to continue doing
things like that, and helping the
community,” Rathbun said.
Future events will be focusing
again on Anna Marie’s Alliance, as
well as local Boys and Girls Clubs
and the St. Cloud Food Shelf. The
events provide an opportunity as
an alternative choice of weekend
downtown entertainment for
students along with giving back to
local organizations.
“One of the main reasons I
started doing these events was for
the kids who weren’t old enough to
go to the bars yet, so they are able
to do things too,” Rathbun said.
“The big thing is it’s something
positive.”

•See Music/Page 2

Summer and its effect on St. Cloud businesses
Molly Wilms
Managing editor

The city of St. Cloud is often referred to
as a “college town.”
Students account for a portion of the
city’s population, crime, attendance at festivities and, of course, revenue.
The fact is, students in general are a migratory group. Many leave town for summer
jobs or to return home for vacation.
Local businesses are one of the groups
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affected by the coming and going of students,
particularly from downtown.
“Unfortunately, it’s not as much of an
impact as it could or should be, and that’s for
a lot of reasons,” said Pegg A.K. Gustafson,
executive director of the St. Cloud Downtown Council.
According to Gustafson, students accounted for $90 million of revenue in St. Cloud last
year.
“From an economic impact, it’s huge, and
we are not capitalizing on that like we could,”

Lemonade Art Fair

Gustafson said.
their absence in the summer doesn’t have a
St. Cloud is unique in that students apdevastating effect on all bars.
parently don’t spend as much time downtown
“I notice a lot more people that live in
as students in other college towns, Gustafson
the area, compared to students that are
said.
from out of the area,” said Matt Novak, a
“That’s one of the reasons we did Fifth
manager at D.B. Searles.
Novak also said the weather affects busiAvenue like that, trying to connect downtown
ness,
since many people elect to stay home
more purposefully,” Gustafson said. “Then
and
grill
instead of going out for dinner.
we hit the recession, and of course things
D.B.
Searles
is not a business that targets
changed.”
students
as
clientele,
which may be why
While it may seem that bars are the
•See Businesses/Page 2
businesses most frequented by students,
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Shoemaker
renovations
underway

Music

Continued from Page 1

The Green Band and the
Meeting Grounds feature both
local and regional musicians to
perform. They are currently
looking for bigger musician
names to draw more people.
Local artists and their work
are also featured in the Meeting Grounds along with local
musicians.
Both the Meeting Grounds
and the Green Band have
future plans for upcoming music nights, including a bigger
Halloween themed event in

Samantha South
News editor

Shoemaker North will be renovated over the summer, with
new amenities and upgraded features for this upcoming school
year.
For the past two years, plans of renovating and updating
the residential halls around campus have been underway. Dan
Pedersen, Director of Residential Life, gives us an insight on
what Shoemaker North’s renovations will be, when they will be
done and what’s next for other residential halls.
“The structure of the building is staying the same but there
has been major demolition to remove things, particularly on
the lower level,” Pedersen said.
“Probably 85 percent of the student rooms are going to
be untouched, meaning all of the walls and of the things that
are there are staying the same but we’re re-running wire and
technology and replacing all of the warn out materials that are
behind the walls.”
Renovation to Shoemaker North started in the beginning
of the summer and will be finished in time for students to
move in mid August, before classes start.
As the construction continues to go on all summer, specific
things are being added and replaced.
According to Pedersen, the entire lower level has been
gutted. Kitchens have been removed and plumbing has been
switched from one side of the building to the other. Student
public space in the building has been updated with collaborative technology rooms, a large conference room, a technology
center, a new television and video room, and an activity room.
As for the main necessities for residences and workers, the
reception desk and entrance to upstairs has been completely
renovated and will be brand new. A brand new elevator will go
into the building as well as removal of the original restroom
area and are replacing it with brand new restrooms, which will
include more privacy showers and changing rooms, brand new
vanities and brand new toilets.
All gender private restrooms and showers will be placed
on each floor, which can be utilized by both students as well
as guests in the building for all gender guests and residences.
There will be new kitchens, new floor lounge space on the upper floors.
“We have modified the original main lounge on the first
floor, which used to be called a parlor when the building was
built in the 1900’s and so that’s going through some cosmetic
changes but the original wood work, the fire place, the large
windows and the tall ceilings are staying the same,” Pedersen
said.
Student rooms will also have some cosmetic changes. New
lighting, painting, wire shelving, new walk in closets including
electrical receptacles for plug-in use, resurfaced and touched
up hard wood floors and new doors are coming into the student rooms. New “bunkable” and “loftable” furniture will be
place in the student rooms that will no longer be built in and
will be movable for students. New and wider doors will be put
in for an extension of room for students to move in and out
and will be spaced nicely for wheelchair access.
“It’s a combination of both, keeping the original integrity of a 100 year old building, your oldest residence hall and
enjoying all of the nice features of the high ceiling and the
original wood work but also putting in all of the modern conveniences and the amenities that students want and deserve,”
Pedersen said.
Shoemaker North is just the beginning of renovations. A

October and featuring music
more often then just Fridays.
“I’m hoping when the kids
come back for school to also
have a few open mic nights,”
Rathbun said.
The next upcoming event
in July will be for the benefit
of local Boys and Girls Clubs
in St. Cloud. Customers and
event goers will be able to
donate art supplies during
regular business hours of the
Meeting Grounds and during
the event.

Shutdown

Continued from Page 1
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Shoemaker renovations have been going on through
Summer 2011.
15-year plan for renovating and updating residence halls has
been taken into construction. All of the residence halls will be
renovated except Stateview and Benson.
“Towards the end of the project timeline, if we have favorable conditions and we see that enrollment would demand this
then we might actually build a new residence hall somewhere
towards the tail end of the 15 year plan,” Pedersen said.
Plans of the renovations have been underway since 2009.
Workshops with students have gone through to make sure
they get student’s opinions and requests for amenities like new
furniture and how they would like the design of the building to
look like.
Once Shoemaker North is finished in August, Hill and
Case will be the next project - starting in December of this
next year. Case will be taken off line for this upcoming academic year so work can start.
The 15-year plan has also taken into consideration how
much the renovations will cost and how they will pay for it.
The project will cost around $6.1 million and will come from
bonds that are sold by the state of MN, which will not come
from tax dollars.
“We have devised a business plan for how we’re going to
pay for these projects,” Pedersen said.
The department have used student input to set rates over
the last 6 years that have allowed them to build up a reserve
account of about 9 millions dollars. A loan will be taken out
and then paid off over 25 years through a portion of the
reserve money that they have set aside as well as income they
get from students that live in the facility. The new renovations
will raise the prices of residential halls about $300 for students
a semester.
New technology will also allow for safety around the newly
renovated building. A residential husky ID will be needed to
get anywhere from the lobby.
“What we want to do is provide the finest amenities to
help our students exceed in and out of the classroom, since
residential life is an important element particularly for first and
second year students,” Pedersen said.

out and happy that our students will be able to continue
getting the education that they
want.”
All government operations
would be affected on some
level if the state were to shut
down, including state parks,
health insurance, the DNR
and road work. The shutdown
coincides with the end of the
fiscal year.
Malhodra said, “We were
concerned that the shutdown
would create a very severe
interruption on the education

of our students, which could
create a very long-term impact
for them. The shutdown still
has a major impact on our
functioning and we hope that
the issues are resolved on the
state level so we can move forward in a normal manner. We
will not get back to our normal
operations until the budget
issues are resolved.”
Dayton has been meeting Republican lawmakers
throughout the week on resolving the budget, but talks have
not yielded an agreement.

Businesses

Continued from Page 1
summer doesn’t mean
much change in business.
“We just shoot for all ages,
we don’t push for one type of
clientele or another,” Novak
said.
Many students eat in
Jimmy Johns, a local sandwich
shop, after a night downtown,
and still more order their
sandwiches while they study or
spend time at home.
Manager Frank Lemier
said that business trends at
Jimmy John’s change during the summer months, but
he could not be reached for
further comment.
Gustafson said that attracting student clientele is one of
the areas in which downtown
St. Cloud needs improvement.
“A lot still have a stigma
about students, unfortunately. I
shouldn’t say a lot, there are a
few,” Gustafson said. “I look at
everybody and see a customer,
and I don’t know that everybody thinks that way.”
Gustafson is also hoping
to capitalize at the new event

center downtown. She said
that not many locals realize
the importance of a thriving
downtown.
“There are a lot of people
that live down here that don’t
come downtown at all, and I
just find that so strange,” Gustafson said. “But they don’t,
for whatever reason. So we
need to bring them back, but
once they get here, we have
to give them something. They
shouldn’t support it just to support it, they should want to be
here. So how do we do that?”
Downtown stores could
do that by trying to draw in
students and by capitalizing on
what’s special about downtown, Gustafson said.
“If you’re going to go to
a mall, you’re going to go to a
mall anyway,” Gustafson said.
“Everybody has a mall. But if
you’re looking for something
different, generally you’ll go
into an urban, downtown
environment.”

Bigya Pradhan / staff photographer

Lake George is near First Street South downtown and is part of Eastman Park. The paths are used for walking, running, rollerblading and biking.

St. Cloud park attractions and locations
Kyra Loch
Staff Writer

Summer is the time to
get out and enjoy the good
weather while it lasts. The St.
Cloud area has many different
parks, trails, and outdoor settings to accomplish this.
No matter the various interests in outdoor activities, St.
Cloud has a park or outdoor
setting that will suit everyone.
“It depends on the person’s
interests,” Scott Zlotnik from
the St. Cloud Parks Department said. “If you like to go
on walks, there is the Clemens
and Munsinger Gardens. If
you like festivals, you can go to
Lake George, and if you like
disc golf we have courses at

Riverside and Calvary Hill.”
For those who enjoy being
active and playing summer
sports, Wilson Park has many
facilities to offer.
Located on Riverside
Drive, Wilson Park features
tennis courts, a softball field,
a sand volleyball court, and
public water access for boats.
The park has a playground
and pavilion with public
restrooms, as well as tables and
grills for group outings.
Disc golfing is a popular
summer pastime; St. Cloud
has two disc golf courses located at Calvary Hill Park and
Riverside Park.
Riverside Park on Killian
Blvd. is a popular place for
many St. Cloud State students

since it is so close to campus.
Most notable about this
park are the biking trails and
the 18-hole disc golf course.
The park also features a
playground with a splash pad,
grills, tables, and a pavilion
with public restrooms.
During the winter months,
Riverside Park also has a giant
sledding hill and cross country
skiing trails.
Another popular park for
St. Cloud State students to visit
is Lake George and Eastman
Park on 7th street south. This
area has paths popular for
running, biking and rollerblading. The park also features a
playground and splash pad,
with large open spaces for
other activities.

Three years ago, The
St. Cloud Rotary Club, The
City of St. Cloud, The St.
Cloud Parks Department and
St. Cloud State University’s
Outdoor Endeavors program
formed a partnership to
provide more activities at Lake
George.
This partnership created
two more student staff positions for Outdoor Endeavors
to help meet the demands of
paddleboat, canoe, kayak and
fishing equipment rentals, as
well as teaching instructional
programs for kayaking and
canoeing.
“It’s a good way for us
to not only provide a service
but to also offer Outdoor
Endeavors,” Ivan Bartha, the

Coordinator for Experiential
Programs of Outdoor Endeavors, said. “It’s a working
partnership between SCSU
and the community.”
Paddleboat and equipment
rentals have become a large
part of the weekly Summer
Time at Lake George events
during the summer.
Every Wednesday evening
during the summer months
features live music, food, and
other activities at Lake George
and Eastman Park.
One of the most famous
sites in the St. Cloud area is
the Clemens and Munsinger
Gardens on Killian Blvd and
Riverside Drive. For those
who enjoy beautiful scenery,
this is the place to visit.

The well-kept flower gardens stretch all the way to the
Mississippi River, with paths to
walk everywhere. There are
many tables and benches for
picnics, as well as a gift shop.
Clemens and Munsinger
Gardens are also sites for many
St. Cloud events.
This summer is the 12th
year of the Music in the
Gardens series; every other
Sunday features a free concert
by the Mississippi River. Also
coming up this summer is the
5th annual Art Fair in the
Gardens on July 21.
Along with these parks,
St. Cloud has many other different parks and trails to meet
everyone’s expectations and
interests.
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MTV shows do more harm than good

Kyra Loch
Columnist

Television is a media
outlet that reaches out
and affects many different
people.
Some television networks
use their programs to spread
awareness on various issues
and educate their viewers.

Other networks use
their programs for exploitation and to increase ratings
without realizing the harm
they may be causing on their
viewers.
As if the subjects of
pregnant teens, addicts of all
kinds, and drunken guidos
on Jersey Shore were not
enough, the wrongly named
network MTV has another
focus for a new possible television show. This time the
network is looking to feature
high school dropouts.
While MTV has not
officially announced the addition of this new television
show to their lineup, the
idea is being discussed and
sought out with exploratory
casting calls.

Fans of MTV shows
may defend their favorites,
like the various episodes of
“True Life,” “Teen Mom,”
and “16 and Pregnant.”
They may believe these
types of programs bring
awareness to issues like addiction or teen pregnancy,
and help to show the viewers
the consequences of actions
and what could happen if
they choose to make the
same decisions.
The same defensive
beliefs are being voiced for
those in favor of the new
series featuring high school
dropouts. Early supporters believe the show will
encourage more kids to stay
in school and reinforce the
importance of an education.

In reality, these types of
programs do not have any
positive benefits from viewing them.
Aside from being a giant waste of time, it seems
the programs are having
the opposite effect on their
viewers.
Rather than bringing
awareness to issues, MTV
instead glorifies the subjects
in their shows.
MTV is basically
rewarding people for poor
decision making by giving
them opportunities for fame
for the choices they have
made. The subjects featured
on the shows have the opportunities to appear in celebrity gossip magazines and
other television talk shows.

Back to the basics

Hannah Swift
Associate Editor

Electronic music pumping through a
stereo, the hum of a fan, the sound of my
phone buzzing as I get a text message; all
of these things create small distractions as
I sit down to write this opinion.
Normally, I wouldn’t notice a little
background noise, and indeed I think
people have really embraced it. I know I
like to listen to music when writing a paper
for class, or watch a movie while I’m doing
homework.
Some of my friends have mentioned
how they need to have some sort of background noise in order to be productive;
some have even mentioned how they hate
quiet.
Over the past week I worked at a summer camp for junior higher as a lifeguard.
Even the adult leaders at this camp were
not allowed to have cell phones or electronic devices, in order to set a good
example for the kids who were supposed to
be having a retreat experience.
Retreating from the world is something
most people don’t get to do very often.
Most of us have obligations which
don’t allow for long periods of with drawl
from society.
Working at this camp helped remind
me how nice it is to just get away from it
all.
People have become so attached to
their cell phones, computers, and televisions that it can be hard to image a life
without such luxuries.

The camp was in the woods with little
cell phone reception and very few distractions.
I was able to spend most of the day
outside interacting with campers.
The greatest part about being a part of
the camp was interacting face to face with
people for a whole week. It was really nice
to spend time hanging out with people, talking to them, playing games, and just being
with others.
Besides simply spending time with people, having the opportunity to be outdoors
for lengthy periods of time was the best part
of being at this camp.
In the mornings I would have to get
up at 6:30 am to lifeguard the “polar bear
plunge,” which is when the kids had the option to get up early and jump into the lake.
Every day when I walked down to the
lake it was cloudy or rainy, but on the last
day of camp the sun was out. Observing
and early morning summer sun is not something I do very often, because I love sleeping
in, but it was really beautiful to watch the
mist on the lake disappear as the day began.
Whenever I had the chance I would
take a little walk through the woods. Even
though it was a pretty cruddy week weatherwise, it was really awesome to have quiet
time to think.
I love technology and don’t think it is
bad, or evil, but I do think people can become too dependent on it.
Technology can get in the way of having
a peaceful moment.
It was difficult to leave my computer at
home (which I fondly refer to as “Pewter”)
but I’m glad to have had the opportunity to
do so.
Going back to the basics, back to nature,
back to a place where I don’t have to worry
about answering texts or emails is the best
kind of escape.
I’m happy to be home again and I feel
refreshed after a week away.
However, I’m glad to know I am not
completely dependent on technology, just in
case the zombie apocalypse occurs within
my lifetime.

There are enough narcissistic people out there that
believe they deserve their
own reality television show
or their 15 minutes of fame.
By getting pregnant or
addicted to something, viewers think by maybe getting
on MTV they can take the
fast track to getting their
own show and becoming
famous.
There are people who
have admitted to getting
pregnant with the hopes
of appearing on an MTV
show.
If this is already happening, what will happen when
MTV starts airing shows
about high school dropouts?
Depending on how the
show turns out, it could

scare people into staying in
school and get an education. It could also, and more
likely, encourage more kids
to drop out of school with
the hopes of gaining their
own show.
While MTV may believe
that these types of shows
have a positive effect on our
society, they in turn have the
opposite effect.
Glorifying teen subjects
who have dropped out of
school is not the way to encourage others to continue
their education.
There are better ways to
accomplish bringing awareness to issues instead of
making more trashy television programs.

Quote of the Day

“When I took office, only high energy physicists had ever heard of what is called the World
Wide Web... Now even my cat has its own
page.’’

Bill Clinton

Privacy is not too much
to ask, even for animals

Molly Willms
columnist

While visiting Lake George park this week,
I stopped at the swan and duck pond to pay a
visit as I generally do.
As I sat at the opposite end of the pond
from the birds’ habitat, watching the turtles
swim, the swans preen and the ducks play, a
family came to the far end of the pond.
The two adults and their child parked their
bikes and stopped to look over the fence at the
birds.
While I was looking elsewhere, the parents
lifted the child into the fenced enclosure. The
little girl walked around the birdhouse, chased
the ducks and pursued the swan into the pond.
I was horrified. It was obviously not the

girls’ fault, she was just doing what kids do. But
the fact that her parents had allowed her to
invade this space was inexcusable.
I’m no tree-hugger, but isn’t it bad enough
that these animals are confined to this small
habitat? It’s a sweet little place and I’m grateful
that we have these animals so close to the city
for us to visit, but it’s certainly not their home.
Not to mention that fact that Eastman Park
is huge. It has several playgrounds, sprinklers,
boat rental, walking and biking trails and
seemingly endless green space. The place was
made for family recreation, and there are many
activities for children.
It should be a no-brainer that, when avoidable, we shouldn’t invade another creature’s
home. In the modern world, there is already
enough artificial habitat manufactured just for
humans at the expense of wildlife.
The birds at the Lake George pond are
well cared for and have a lovely area in which
to live. My guess is that the same is true for this
family.
Please, leave the birds the little they have.
Enjoy the rest of the park, and go back to your
intruder-free home.
Admire them from outside the fence, because every creature has a right to at least some
privacy.

Work places must learn to tolerate bodily functions

Will Imholte
contributing writer

The best part of a good poop is
that, like meditation, the frontal lobe
of your brain focuses on its task, so
the rest of the brain is allowed to
travel where it may.
While defecating, brain activity is
unfettered by conscience formatting.
Is it any coincidence then that
some of the greatest inventors claim
their best work came to them on the
porcelain throne?

Employers fight it as they may,
but it is difficult to stop rogue employees from wasting time in the can.
Even in small businesses it is
likely that employers are paying for
countless work-hours to be spent in
the bathroom, perhaps they should
consider adding bathroom workstations?
Would it really be that different
from a treadmill desk? Or telecommuting from vacation?
Yes. It would be pretty different.
Until societal expectations
change, and it is likely we will all be
long dead, decomposed, grown into
plants, and digested before they do,
we must acknowledge that a poopinworkin-desk is not a professional
option.
But that doesn’t mean we can’t
learn some work related lessons from
the passing dilemma.
If such a simple task has caused
great inventors sparks of ingenuity
why can’t it have practical applica-

tion in every field?
Sure, trendy design shops and
web start-ups have ping-pong tables
and video games and kitchens and
laser tag, but are these companies
(and, more importantly, their culture)
taken seriously?
The few that are successful might
have an influence on corporate
culture in America, but other than
Google, very few gigantic companies
really embrace this psuedo-poopin’
work culture.
Maybe the best way to introduce this culture is to instill it in the
upcoming work force. And, surprise,
you have direct impact of that.
So, I propose a three step plan
for students (don’t worry faculty, and
non-collegiate readers, we need your
too).
Step One: possibly the most
difficult, install a workspace in your
toilet of choice.
It can be as simple as a chair
spun backwards to hold your note-

book computer, or as complicated
as a rolling desk with fax machine,
typewriter (thanks “hipoopsters”)
and speaker system.
If you are the prissy type,
uncomfortable being judged for
working while you do your business,
or live in the dorms, feel free to make
a collapsible desk that you bring with
you while you coach the Cleveland
Browns to the Super Bowl.
Still too much? At the very least,
get in the habit of carrying a small
notebook/pen or smartphone.
Jot notes as you defecate. It is
probably worth noting, this step relies heavily on disinfectant wipes and
a strong immune system.
Step Two: and this is more for
our children then it is for us, push
to have these toilet-desks, flexible
poop-work time and similar activities
sponsored by all bosses.
This is the step that faculty and
non-collegiate readers can, and
should, participate in, but students

shouldn’t take that as an excuse to
skimp on the poop-campaigning.
Step Three: get out of the
library, stop studying, and focus on
what you enjoy about your project.
Don’t like the project you are
working on?
Go play ping-pong. There is a
reason the successful start-ups have
mindless tasks around their workspace.
It’s not to seem cool, not to show
up their rivals, and it’s not to rebel
against the corporate culture.
It’s not only to help the mythical creative juices flow, to help clear
out any stoppages in their workflow,
but because they associate work with
pleasure.
Face it, if you aren’t thinking
about your job while you’re poopin’
can you really say you enjoy your
work?

The opinions expressed on the Opinions page are not necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.
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Lemonade Fair succeeds despite weather
Molly Willms
Managing Editor

Thousands of patrons, hundreds of artists
and dozens of volunteers crowded campus
on Thursday for the 38th Annual Lemonade
Concert &amp; Art Fair.
This year, one aspect of the fair defied the
norms of the past few festivals.
“We’ve always had a rain plan, but we’ve
never taken it seriously,” said Jessica Ostman, director of SCSU’s University Program
Board. “We started taking it seriously about
Monday.”
Though rain was surprisingly absent the
day of the fair, the temperatures were lower
than at past fairs and the sun didn’t appear
until late in the day.
For many, this didn’t prove much of a
hindrance.
“It’s been a great day,” Ostman said. “I
didn’t know how it would go with a little bit
cooler weather, but honestly, compared to the
last week, the weather was phenomenal.”
A few scheduled music performances were
moved inside, but the fair’s “roving musician,”
Paul Imholte, traveled outdoors among the
booths playing his instruments.
“I’ve got this cart full of different string
instruments, I play a lot of hammer dulcimer,” Imholte said. “I do original music, I do
American folk music, I do Irish and Scottish
music.”
Imholte is an alum of SCSU and currently lives near campus. He has been performing
at the Lemonade fair for over 10 years.
“I used to come here when I lived in Duluth, I’d come down for this fest,” Imholte said.
Over 250 booths were sold to art vendors
in categories including Fabrics, Dolls, Home,
Jewelry, Wood, Wearable Art and Photography.
Bruce Smith sold his custom-made bird
houses from a booth at the Lemonade Fair.
“This is my first time at the Lemonade
Fair, and it’s wonderful,” Smith said.
Students of SCSU were able to reserve
booths for free and sell their art.
Keisha Held, a music education major,
sold her scented candles at a Lemonade Fair
booth.
Held has visited the fair in past years, but

this was her first year as a vendor.
“I haven’t got to go experience any of the
other booths, so I’m a little sad about that, but
it’s fun,” Held said. “I’ve got to meet a lot of
really cool people, and I have a lot of really
good ideas now just looking at other places.”
The fair lasted from 11 a.m. until 9 p.m.
Performances by a juggler and a steel drum
band alternated throughout the afternoon,
and two groups performed in the World Commons throughout the day.
At 7 p.m., the festivities were moved into
Ritsche Auditorium for the Granite City
Days opening ceremony and the Lemonade
Concert, featuring the St. Cloud Symphony
Orchestra.
“The orchestra was just very worried
about their instruments, they cannot get wet
at all,” Ostman said.
Mayor Dave Kleis presented the year’s St.
Cloud Arts Award to G.R.E.A.T. Theatre.
Kleis went on to present the year’s five
Rock On Awards to Central Minnesota Community Foundation, The Minnesota Patriot
Guard, The Metro Lion’s Club, Buddy King
and Pauline Hoover.
The awards ceremony concluded with a
performance by Beats on the Block, one of
the festival’s performance groups, which is led
by Buddy King through the Boys and Girls
Club.
At 8 p.m., the SCSO began the 2011
Lemonade Concert with the national anthem.
Vendors, event planners and fair patrons
alike agreed on the importance of the Lemonade Fair in the community.
“Obviously you see here today students,
faculty, staff, everyone helping to bring this
together,” said Di Fernando, program adviser
for UPB. “We’re getting help from the city
to bring this together. There’s people coming
together to bring something like that.”
“It brings so many people in. I know it’s
not the greatest day today, but there’s a lot of
people out here, walking around,” said Held.
The UPB staff called this year’s fair an
overall success, saying that even though the
weather wasn’t ideal, the fair went smoothly.
“We’re looking forward to next year and
hoping it’s going to be sunny and that it will
be a day when people want to have lemonade,” Fernando said.

PHOTOS BY TARA GORMAN, VISUALS EDITOR
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Annual meet-up brings Reddit users together
Chris Bremseth
Internet Column

Thousands of people across the globe met face to face for the first time on Saturday,
prompted by the social news website, Reddit. The users of the site, known as redditors, have
an annual ‘meet up’ day, which this year involves citizens of 35 countries getting together in
over 160 cities, one of which was St. Cloud.
The St Cloud meeting was planned by Paul Fischer, an electrical engineering student at
St Cloud Technical Community College. Fischer, a two year member of Reddit, set up the
meeting so that he could meet the people he interacts with online to see what they are really
like.
6 people, including Fischer, attended the meet up located in Wilson Park where they
played a game invented by Fischer and his friends named ‘shutbucket’. ‘Shutbucket’ involves
kicking a soccer ball around the circle of people like a hackysack while attempting to land
the ball in a 5 gallon bucket.
While they were playing, topics of discussion in the group included topics like politics,
movies, music, fashion, much like the website itself.
Reddit allows for customized content on each user’s front page, which users can do by
subscribing to topic based communities, referred to as ‘subreddits’. The most common subreddits are Pics, Programming, Science, Politics, and AskReddit.
Links submitted on each subreddit are subjected to the will of the users through the voting system, where they can be upvoted or downvoted based on relevance, along with other
factors. Under each submitted link there is a comment section, where redditors discuss topics
related to the link, comments being subject to the same rating system as the links.
Reddit is a user centric news site commonly used by teenagers and those in their twenties,
but redditors are a very diverse group ranging widely in age. The community members on
the site also range in backgrounds, some with master’s degrees in advanced scientific topics,
while others are unemployed high school dropouts. A particular subreddit, named IAMA
or ask me anything, allows for users to share their diverse backgrounds and allows for other
users to ask them questions about their experiences.
Reddit has also engaged in many philanthropic events over its 6 year history. Notable
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Sam Gates and and Paul Fischer go for the ball during a game of Shutbucket.
activities include the Atheism, Islam, and Christianity subreddits coming together in 2010
to raise money for Doctors Without Borders, World Vision’s Clean Water, and Islamic
Relief, raising over $45,000 in less than a week. Redditors raised almost $575,000 for DonorsChoose during Stephen Colbert’s March to Keep Fear Alive in 2010, which was also
suggested by a member of the community.

.movie.game.album.book.theater.

‘Green Lantern’ disappoints with unguided plot
Jun-Kai Teoh
movie review

“Green Lantern” is both sweet
and sour at the same time, but
unlike a deliciously cooked dish of
sweet and sour chicken, the movie
just feels like a mishmash of disjointed ideas.
The film’s premise revolves
around an intergalactic police force
known as the Green Lanterns, and
even though it has been around for
eons, Hal Jordan (played by Ryan
Reynolds) was to be the first human
to be chosen to become one.
One of the Green Lanterns said

to Jordan that “to be chosen to join
its ranks is the highest of honors,
and the greatest of responsibilities,” but as clichéd as it may be,
Hal Jordan proves to be the typical
irresponsible slacker.
And Ryan Reynolds does an impressive job portraying Hal Jordan
as the irresponsible ace test pilot
that sleeps in, crashes a fighter jet
and nonchalantly ditches his duty as
a Green Lantern.
But all of Reynold’s acting skills
couldn’t save the movie from feeling
disjointed, even though the movie
tried to cushion that by throwing
in rather impressive special effects

throughout.
The effects of the power ring
(the source of a Green Lantern’s
power) were simple yet effective, the
computer generated superhero attire
was convincing and the alien worlds
were splendidly made.
However, the movie seemed to
have been going through an identity
crisis of sorts.
The development of Hal Jordan
as a character was lacking, his
growth from irresponsible hotshot to
a serious superhero seemed like an
afterthought.
And yet the action scenes, the
battle scenes, were short and rather

uninspired. They were few and far
between and just downright fleeting
in terms of length.
The “climactic” battle between
the embodiment of fear known
as Parallax and Hal Jordan didn’t
have the apocalyptic sense it should
have either, even though this evil
was aiming to consume the entire
planet.
All that said however, the movie
was not necessarily bad. Ryan Reynolds did in fact pull off his character
very well, and Peter Sarsgaard’s performance as the creepy and sinister
Hector Hammond was spot on too.
CG characters like Kilowog, To-

mar-Re and Sinestro (fellow Green
Lanterns) were done very well and
fairly realistic as well, or at least as
realistic as a space opera superhero
movie about an intergalactic police
force could be.
The movie was not bad but it
was not necessarily a good movie
either. It feels more like the prequel
to a real movie, and seeing as a
sequel’s already planned, perhaps
that’s what it actually is.
A disjointed mishmash of many
things – a superhero movie, a space
opera epic, a comedy, an action film
– “Green Lantern” never makes up
its mind.

Rating:

‘Super 8’ replete with
80s nostalgia and sci-fi
Jason Tham
Movie Review

“Super 8” is definitely a
summer blockbuster.
Director J. J. Abrams and
producer Steven Spielberg
brought together family issues,
young love and friendship,
with a heavy taste of alien
invasion onto the big screen.
From visual effects to
sound engineering, the movie
is top notched based on a sci-fi
theme.
The idea of “metafilm” (a
film within a film) is brilliant.
As the title of the movie suggests, “Super 8” is actually
short of Super 8 mm film, a
motion picture format released
by Eastman Kodak in 1965.
The story revolves around
Joe Lamb, played by Joel
Courtney, and his friends as
they kick-off their summer by
working on their own Super
8 short film, “The Case,” as
directed by his best friend,
Charles Kaznyk, played by Riley Griffiths. They hoped their
production will be featured
in the upcoming Super 8 film
festival.
The thrilling tragedy begins when a train clashed with
a pick-up truck at the train
station where the kids were
shooting one of their newlyadded scenes.
Once they found out
the driver of the truck to
be their science teacher Dr.
Woodward, played by Glynn
Turman, they embarked on a

Rating:

journey trying to figure out the
context of this questionable
incident.
Much of Steven Spielberg’s styles were observed in
the entire movie: the heavy
metal background sound
effects, suspense and the
transformer-like cubes.
The movie has not only
caught the breath of its audience by unveiling the face of
the invading alien, but also set
them into a mysterious mood
regarding the death of Joe’s
mother.
As the story moves on, the
audience learns the struggles
between the Lamb’s and
Dainard’s. Also revealing is
the effort of Dr. Woodward
in freeing the alien instead of
killing it, as assumed by many
in the public and the U.S. Air
Force.
While the city is being
evacuated, the kids decided to
help save the alien-abducted
people by researching about
the alien in Dr. Woodward’s
office. Joe and his friend then
arrived at the creature’s nest
where it kept all its abductees
and “machines.”
An unexplained moment
took place where Joe met the
creature vis-à-vis at the bottom
of its nest. The alien seemed
to understand Joe, like a
mother speaking to her child.
The whole mystery was
finally resolved when the town
gathers to witness the blast-off
of the alien-built spaceship
(using all household appliances
“stolen” from the town.)

Unlike most movies
pushed to large screen this
year, “Super 8” doesn’t have
strong (or obvious) moral
values that the audience could
take home with them. Instead,
it gives them a pinch of
bravery as shown from within
the kids and how they handle
family and friendship issues.
In some ways, the adults
in the movie appeared to be
pretty vulnerable and ignorant
about the whole tragedy.
On the whole, “Super
8” taught its audience the
importance of courage and
friendship.
If not for its compelling
special effects, then the 80s
nostalgic music and technology shown in the movie may be
the other great selling points
of the production.
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Yankovic still weird
after all these years
Chris Bremseth
Album Review

There is one man that
continuously proves his ability to turn the mainstream
popular culture and music
scene upside down with
his brilliant style and song
parodies.
That man is, of course,
“Weird Al” Yankovic. And
he’s back.
Ever since his debut
self titled album in 1983,
Yankovic has been lampooning the popular songs of the
time, from “My Bologna”
(a parody of “My Sharona”
by The Knack) to “Living
With a Hernia” (a parody
of James Brown’s “Living
in America”) to “White and
Nerdy” (parodying “Ridin”
by Chamillionare). Yankovic
also does style parodies of
musical artists that maintain
distinct “sounds” like Rage
Against the Machine, Elvis
Costello and Hanson.
Yankovic stated in
multiple interviews that the
reason for the delay in the
release of “Alpocalypse” was
based on his wanting to wait
for “a dramatic shift in pop
culture,” which came in the
form of Lady Gaga’s “Born
This Way.” The album starts
with

Rating:

“Perform This Way” the
parody of Gaga’s “Born This
Way.” The song’s central
topic being the outrageous
outfits that she commonly
wears while performing
live shows. The parody
faced minor setbacks, being
initially rejected by Lady
Gaga’s manager, but after the
song’s release on YouTube,
it was announced that Gaga
had not been asked about
the parody, at which time she
gave approval. The song is
not as inventive as Yankovic’s
past projects, but is a fun
critique on the direction of
pop music.
Track two, “CNR,” is a
style parody of The White
Stripes as well as an ironic
homage to the masculinity
of Charles Nelson Reilly, a
gay actor, comedian, and
director of the 1970s and
1980s. It features the heavy
electric guitar and accented
percussion of The White
Stripes’ punk rock style, done
so well that if the vocals
were removed, it would
be indiscernible from the
Stripes’ library. Lyrically,
the structure is similar to the
outlandish Chuck Norris
statements, such as “He ate
his own weight in coal and
excreted diamonds everyday” and “I’ve seen the man

unhinge his jaw and swallow
a Volkswagon whole.”
“Polka Face,” this album’s
installment of Yankovic’s
famed polka melodies,
features many of the popular
songs of the past few years.
The songs range across all
genres and include the likes
of “Poker Face,” “Day ‘n’
Nite,” “Baby,” “Down”
and “Tik Tok.” Yankovic
effectively turns the pop and
rap songs of today into songs
that you would see your great
grandma swing her hips to,
all while showcasing his cross
genre vocal range and ability.
In “Party in the CIA,”
Yankovic satires the Central
Intelligence Agency, making
references to their allegations
of torture and intervention
in foreign governments to
the sound of Miley Cyrus’s
“Party in the USA,” a party
song. The contrast is laughable and the imagery in the
lyrics is second to none.
In all, “Alpocalypse” is
continuing the lasting legacy
of “Weird Al” Yankovic. He
definitely hasn’t lost his satirical touch. A detriment to the
album is the lack of an original song by Yankovic, which
can be found on almost every
other album. Anyone that is
a fan of vintage “Weird Al”
should own this album.
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Steve Rindelaub taps home base before swinging
the bat.

Rindelaub
Continued from Page 8

“I tried it and found I really liked it,” Rindelaub said of his
current major. Last year he added a second major, information
systems.
“It will be good for my future plans,” Rindelaub said. In
two years Rindelaub plans on graduating with both degrees and
hopes to attain his CPA (certified personal accountant license).

MMA
Continued from Page 8

“You’re going to get locked in a
cage with somebody that wants to
beat the hell out of ya, wants to do
bodily harm to you,” Lang said of
the competition and admits that it is
nerve wracking but it is a waste of
energy being anxious for days before
a fight
“Some trained athlete is going
to be standing 20 feet from me and
they’re going to lock the door and
we’re going to fight,” Lang said. He
adds, “You have to get in the mindset

As for baseball Rindelaub doesn’t foresee himself playing in
the majors.
“It’s not realistic and there is more to life than baseball,”
Rindelaub said.
After his senior year Rindelaub said he wants to travel again.
He said he would like to visit Spain, Rome, France, Egypt,
Australia and China.
“It is about the experience. I like to meet new people,”
Rindelaub said for his reason to travel.
Long term goals of Rindelaub’s include becoming an auditor
or a CEO of a company but admits it isn’t all about the money.
He added he would like to have a family of his own and just
be satisfied with life.
For fun Rindelaub likes to spend time with his friends and
family. Skydiving is an adventure Rindelaub would like to try.
“I know I’d be scared but you’d get to a point where you just
have to let go,” Rindelaub said.
He also likes to sleep, admitting that he may like to sleep too
much.
“I’d rather sleep than do things at times. I think that if I sleep
more today that I won’t be tired tomorrow but that doesn’t happen,” Rindelaub said and added he also likes to travel.
This past fall Rindelaub studied abroad in Germany. He had
classes two days a week with the weekend free. It was a great
experience Rindelaub recalls. He traveled to Italy, France, the
Netherlands, Budapest, Prague, Switzerland, Austria and London
in his free time.
A place he’d like to return to, Rindelaub admitted, was the
Glock’n bar.
“[I] made a lot of friends there, always had a good time and
they are open till like five,” Rindelaub said.

that, it’s going to fly.”
Lang tries to stay focused before
a fight but admits he is excited to see
what will happen.
“You have a game plan going into
it but you get punched in the face and
things change,” Lang said.
“Some people think that it’s just
you like to fight – it’s not that at all. It
is a competition – I like to put myself
against another man,” Lang said of
the competitions.
“It’s the ultimate physical challenge out there – fighting someone,”
Lang said.
He went on to explain that you
cannot test yourself against someone
physically like this anywhere else.
Lang said that lifting weights doesn’t

make someone tough.
“It is the only legal way we can
[fight this way] today,” Lang said.
The training leading up to a fight
is vigorous. “It’s hell,” Lang said of
the training before a fight.
Lang said he thinks wrestling is
the hardest part to learn. Wrestlers
have had to manage their weight and
have been aware of what they put
into their bodies.
They have performed at peak
levels all the time. Their heart has
been tested in matches and mental
toughness has been instilled in them
Lang recalls of his wrestling days.
Coming from a wrestling background learning Jiu Jitsu was different
for Lang. Jiu Jitsu is very functional in
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Steve Rindelaub swings the bat. This previous season, Rindelaub was a sophomore short stop.
A philosophy of Rindelaub’s is not to dwell on the past because you can’t enjoy the present and to look towards the future.
Live in the moment.

a fight Lang explained.
“You are going to get your hands
on somebody and you are going to
end up on the ground,” Lang said.
He went on to say, “You need to
know submission holds and defenses
to protect yourself.”
To become a MMA fighter Lang
describes the dedication, heart and
desire one needs to have.
“It can get lonely working out
alone,” Lang said of his time spent
in the gym by himself and that it is a
huge commitment.
He explained that someone
cannot be lazy no matter how much
talent they have, they could be good
but not great.
When one starts out they have a

fight every six weeks Lang recalled
of his early days as a fighter. “As one
moves up, the competition gets more
stiff and you need to rest and take a
break after a fight,” Lang said. At the
level Lang is at, he has four or five
fights a year.
The fights take place all over
Minnesota and the world. Currently
Lang said they are looking to have a
fight in St. Cloud in September but
have not set a specific date. The next
fight in Minnesota is July 23 at the
Target Center.
“The best fighters in Minnesota
are on the fight card,” Lang said. “It
is man against man or woman against
woman.”

Cleveland drafts two SCSU Huskies
Christian Bursch

Sports & Fitness editor
SCSU’s Jordan Smith and Brian Hansen were drafted
by the Cleveland Indians.
Smith was selected in the ninth round. The sophomore
played third base for the Huskies and this past spring was the
NSIC and Central Regional player of the year.
Smith
signed with the Indians for $125,000.
Smith was assigned to the Class A team the Mahoning
Valley Scrappers in Niles, Ohio. The team has a short season

which lasts until the end of August.
Smith hit .382 this spring with seven home runs, 57 RBI, 78 hits,
22 doubles, 46 runs scored and had a slugging percentage of .613
for the Huskies.
As a true freshman last year, Smith hit .457 with 15
home runs, 78 RBI, an .829 slugging percentage and an on-base
percentage of .521.
Hansen a sophomore center fielder was selected in the
49th round. He was selected 1,478th overall.
Hansen is playing with the Duluth Huskies of the Northwoods
League this summer.

Hansen hit .318 this spring with 67 hits, 50 runs
scored, three triples, 14 doubles and 40 RBI and a .984 fielding
percentage.
Hansen was an NSIC Gold Glove winner this year.
In two years with the Huskies, Hansen has 102 runs,
130 hits, 27 doubles, five triples, eight home runs, 83 RBI and 27
steals.
Hansen is the 12th SCSU baseball player since 1947 to
be selected in the MLB draft.
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Mixed Martial Arts Fighting is a lifestyle
Christian Bursch

Sports & fitness editor

Mixed martial arts is a combination of boxing, wrestling, Jiu
Jitsu and Muay Thai.
Jeremy Lang is a competition
mixed martial artist.
“It’s unbelievable,” Lang said.
It has been six years since Lang
first became involved in it.
“On a whim we went to watch
a fight, before it was sanctioned
in the state of Minnesota,” Lang
said. He went on to explain that
it was a free for all, you would
show up put a mouth guard in
and fight.
With the intent to watch the
fight Lang went but was invited
to fight.
“They found some guy to fight
[me] some big huge Harley dude.
I put on shorts a mouth guard
and 25 seconds later the fight was
over,” Lang said.
After the fight Lang decided
this was something he wanted to
do. The competition was the draw

for Lang, he recalls. Lang has
been a competitor his whole life.
He started wrestling when he was
a five-year-old.

“You either do it or you don’t
do it. It’s not part time,” Lang
said of competing. “You have to
train. Train hard. You have to put

the hours in or it will show.”
Training for a fight is an
extensive process. Lang spends six
days per week training. Jiu Jitsu
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Broc Larson, top, and Dylan McFarling, bottom, demonstrate the proper form for moves during
a class

training three days a week, boxing
two to three days a week to work
on boxing, kicking and kneeing,
training at Revolution Defense
Fitness in the Twin Cities and
personal workouts. His personal
workouts include running, sprints,
rowing and pulling rope.
“My goal is to get four to six
hours a day, six days a week,”
Lang said of his training schedule.
Cardio is a huge part of the
competition Lang admits. “If
you get tired of fighting there’s
nowhere to go. They shut the
door behind you and you cannot
let that happen,” Lang said.
“You have to do everything in
your ability, your time and training to try not to get gassed,” Lang
said. He went on to explain that
it still happens to people who are
physically fit; the anxiety can still
get to them.
“You’re going to get locked in
a cage with somebody that wants

•See MMA /Page 8
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Rindelaub
doesn’t stop short
Christian Bursch
Sports & Fitness editor

Steve Rindelaub started
playing baseball when he
was five years old.
The junior SCSU
baseball player said baseball
has always been his favorite
sport to play.
“I liked it the most and
was the best at it,” Rindelaub said.
Rindelaub has also
been involved in tennis,
golf, hockey, football and
swimming but always knew
he would end up playing
baseball.
“Life was easy going
[growing up] I was the
youngest of three boys,”
Rindelaub said, adding that
his brothers never beat him
up.
Being the youngest child
in his family had its perks.
“I had more opportunities than they did,”
Rindelaub said. His oldest

brother wasn’t allowed to
play hockey and Rindelaub
was. This was an example
Rindelaub gave of an
opportunity he had over
one of his brothers.
“We tell each other everything,” Rindelaub said.
Every year his brothers
and him go to the Boundary Waters to go canoeing.
Mike, Rindelaub’s older
brother, is very motivated
and Joel, his other brother,
is very smart. Rindelaub
said he looks up to them
for that and the rest of his
family because they do what
they want without allowing
people to stop them.
While his parents are
very supportive and attend
every game, there are some
games Rindelaub has to tell
them not to come to.
A game he recently
asked his parents not to attend was in Thunder Bay in
Canada. Rindelaub was on
a temporary contract and

did not want his parents to
drive seven hours to watch
one game.
A graduate of Cathedral
High School, Rindelaub
played football, hockey and
baseball for the Crusaders.
“I like hockey and still
play when I can,” Rindelaub said, but he was
recruited more for baseball
than hockey.
Looking back at his
younger days Rindelaub
recalls an embarrassing
moment when a few of his
friends of his and himself
dressed up as women for
Halloween.
“It was not my idea,”
Rindelaub said about dressing up as women, wearing
eyeliner and wigs.
When looking at colleges Rindelaub either wanted
to go into accounting or
architecture he admits. He
chose to come to SCSU, to
play baseball and major in
accounting.
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Steve Rindelaub, outfielder for the Huskies, prepares to swing and show his
skills during the interview.
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Nick Anderson, this previous season a junior pitcher for SCSU shows his pitching swing during the interview.

Anderson pitches
childhood stories
Christian Bursch
Sports & Fitness editor

An SCSU criminal justice major dreams of
playing professional baseball.
“I only have one more year of SCSU baseball,” Nick Anderson said.
Anderson just completed his junior year
at SCSU. He also finished his third year as a
pitcher for the Huskies.
“In the next few years I hope to be drafted,”
Anderson said of his dream to play professional
baseball. He also would like to graduate with a
criminal justice degree.
Anderson explained that he is not sure what
career he would like to pursue in the field but
does not want to be a cop.
“I have thought about probation,” Anderson said as he went on to explain that he would
need a few more classes in the social work
department for that career path.
Although in high school Anderson said he
thought he wanted to pursue a degree in computer engineering but that profession would be
monotonous. He would like to experience different things in his career and work with people
Anderson admits.
Anderson started playing baseball when
he was five years old. Growing up, Anderson
described his childhood as full of playing sports,
fishing and climbing trees.
“I got hurt climbing trees: running into
them, falling out of them and just being a reckless boy,” Anderson said.
His elementary school had an outdoor
hockey rink two blocks from the school in
Nisswa Anderson explained.
“Six of us would play [pick up pond
hockey] for three hours after school,” Anderson
said.
Playing pick-up pond hockey was a favorite
winter activity for Anderson. He also enjoyed
snowmobiling and still enjoys both to this day.
In fourth grade Anderson experienced his
most embarrassing moment. He described a
scene of fourth graders broken into two groups.
The groups were lined up facing each other on

opposite sides of a gym. In the middle was a
pin. One player from each team would race to
the middle grab the pin and return to their side.
“I grabbed the pin and ran back, full blast.
I’m not sure what happened and before I knew
it I’m flying through the air towards this 4 foot
high brick wall,” Anderson said. He went on to
explain that he smashed his face into the wall
and started crying.
“I felt like an idiot. I either tripped on my
shoelace, someone tripped me or I just didn’t
know how to run,” Anderson said.
A graduate of Brainerd High School, Anderson played football, basketball and baseball
in high school.
Towards the end of high school Anderson
pitched in Sauk Rapids.
“A few guys told the SCSU coaches about
me. They came to watch and asked if I wanted
to play for SCSU,” Anderson said.
He accepted the offer to play for a Division
II baseball team, although this was not the best
moment in Anderson’s life.
Anderson explained the best moment in his
life so far came on his 18 birthday. He went to
the gas station to buy scratch offs with his older
brother. “We came back and there was a motorcycle sitting in the driveway,” Anderson said, “It
was my birthday present.”
The motorcycle was a 2005 Buell Firebolt
XB12R. Anderson still has the motorcycle and
takes it out when it is nice out he said.
Anderson said he is close with his family.
He went on to say they would always go to the
water park in Cross Lake when he was younger
as a family. They would also play mini golf, go
bowling, shopping, go to Valleyfair and play
pool.
“They raised me, brought me into this
world,” Anderson said as part of his reason his
parents are his role models. He added that they
set guidelines to teach him and were very supportive of the family and it meant a lot to him.
A lesson Anderson has learned in life is to
learn from one’s mistakes. According to this
Husky pitcher, he has also learned not to let
things get him down but to fight through it.

